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Pet page

My pet hamster

My Pet
Hello my name is Nasara and I
am going to tell you about my
dog Jackline. She is very naughty,
and only one year old. She is very
jumpy, and likes to lick me whenever I’m Playing with her and she
is my favourite pet!
Nasara HB15

Our Rabbit Poppy
Our rabbit poppy is a very
cheeky rabbit because she once
was really super naughty so we
had to keep her in for a day.
Let`s start from the beginning.
We had let her out in the garden
to run around and she dug a
hole and went to our next-door
neighbours garden. We thought
they were on holiday. Any way,
my dad still knocked on their
door. They let my dad in but I
think he would look crazy calling
poppy in our neighbours garden
but he found her luckily..
Ava D HB8

When I heard that we were
going to get another pet, I
immediatly thought of a
hamster. We went to Pets At
Home and we looked at the
bunnies, the guinea pigs, the
degus and the hamsters. We
finally settled on this cute,
grey, syrian hamster curled
up in a corner washing himself, when we bought him,
his toys and his cage we
went home. I wanted to handle him straight away but
my dad told me to let him
settle in his new environment
first. I was a little disappointed, but i understood because
he might have bitten me! We
thought of a name for him,
we searched on the internet
for names of hamsters but
we couldn’t find anything.
We finally settled on Waffles
the Syrian Hamster.
By Zuhayr HB15
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Minecraft
To make a rainbow sheep
get a name tag, put it in
an anvil and name it
Jeb_ and done :)

LS News
I like Loughton School
(LS). It is really fun and
big. I really like the hot
dinners. Yum!

To get animals/monsters
upside down put a name
tag in an anvil and name
it Dinnerbone or
Alicia B HB2
Grumm .
Heath B HB6

LS News

Calvin Caussy in HB4 wrote rhyme to help people remember the days of the week:

Marshmallow Monday
Taco Tuesday
Watermelon Wednesday
Three cheeses Thursday
Fish finger Friday
Spaghetti Saturday
Strawberry Sunday
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How to draw Elsa
by Reena HB10
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Interviews and
Hamlet.

I enjoyed my experience, learning and performing Hamlet.
it was a great show. i enjoyed my experience because the rehearsal had been great fun. we even
had real wooden swords. I was the best swordsman in the play I was called Laertes.
by Mitchell HB13

Mr Sullivan Interview

Questions for Mr George

Why did you come to Loughton
school?

We asked Mr George some questions and
these are what they were !!!
1. What is your favourite part / Topic or
History
A. English Civil war

I have heard good things from
Loughton school, I came here
to improve the schools ability
of PE.

2. Why can’t we have a swimming pool?
A. We can but the people that want a
swimming
pool will have to raise
money somehow

Are you only qualified in PE if
not what are your other interests?

3. What was your job like before Loughton
School ?
A. He was a Head teacher in many other
schools.

I like cooking, swimming, bike
riding and dancing.

4. When is your Birthday ?
A. 11th December 1968 (That means he
is 47 this year)

How old are you?
25.

5. Can we have another school pet (but
not
another fish)?
A. I was thinking about getting a … can
you guess… A DOG…

What type of family do you
have?

We Hope you enjoyed reading the questions we asked Mr George
Thank you for reading
Written By Ellie and Ava

A very sporty family.
by Rachel and Daniela
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